P.O. Box 24, Joshua Tree California 92254
www.mbconservation.org
June 30, 2017
Mr. John Oquendo, Planner
County of San Bernardino
Land Use Services Department
Hesperia, California

Sent by Email to John.Oquendo@lus.sbcounty.gov

Subject: Scoping comments on the Ord Mountain Solar and Energy Storage Project (Project) in Lucerne Valley
P201600510/CUP
Dear John Oquendo;
We appreciate this opportunity to participate in the planning process for the Ord Mountain Solar Project
DEIR. A project of this size needs to be analyzed, critically and scientifically, for the many significant and
cumulative impacts it will have on the Community, the scenic vistas that support the residents’ quality-of-life
and drive the economy, the air quality, and the biological environment. This letter specifically addresses the
issues of Aesthetics, Air Quality, Biological Resources, and Geology and Soils, which all overlap.
The MBCA is a signatory on, and includes within its comments, the 35-page scoping letter, dated June 30,
2017, from a broad spectrum of residents, businesses, organizations, recreationists and conservationists in
the High Desert of San Bernardino County.
1. Aesthetics – Scenic Vistas
The Initial Study (IS) concludes that the location of the Ord Mountain utility scale solar project, adjacent to SR
247, could have significant impacts that cannot be mitigated. It could
1) adversely effect the scenic vista;
2) damage the scenic resources; and
3) substantially degrade the existing visual character and quality of the site and its surroundings. .
We are in agreement with these conclusions although we find that the IS rambles without focus to create the
impression that the Project site is not scenic. The aesthetic appreciation of an area is an emotional response,
a point-of-view (POV) registered by the viewers. The Community’s POV is found in the Lucerne Valley
Community Plan (CP). The CP was adopted into the General Plan in 2007 and carries the weight of official
policy. It speaks clearly and often to the existence and values of the area’s open spaces and scenic vistas. All
bolds are for emphasis throughout this letter.
Community Plan
LV1.3.2 Preservation of Community Character (Page 12)
“The community’s natural beauty is characterized by an abundance of open space and scenic
vistas…”

LV2.1 Land Use A. Community Character and Land Use Issues/Concerns (Page 19)
“The rural desert character of the Lucerne Valley community is defined in part by the geographic location,
desert environment and very low density residential development. Residential land use predominates with
single-family residences on large parcels ranging in size from 2.5 acres to 40 acres. These large parcels preserve
much of the desert landscape and provide for privacy and a range of lifestyle choices. Small agricultural uses,
animal-raising and equestrian uses are important elements of the rural lifestyle. The character of the
community is further defined by the large open spaces, the natural environment and by the limited
commercial and industrial uses.”

3. Circulation and Infrastructure (Page 32)
C. Scenic Routes
“Lucerne Valley has some very outstanding desert scenery. Scenic Routes play an important role in the
preservation and protection of environmental assets. Scenic Route designations recognize the value of
protecting scenic resources for future generations and place restrictions on adjacent development including
specific sign standards regarding sign placement and dimensions, utility placement, architectural design,
grading, landscaping characteristics and vegetation removal. SR-18 and SR-247 are designated as scenic routes
by the General Plan and are subject to the provisions of the Open Space Overlay. However, both highways,
which are eligible for designation as scenic routes by the State, have not been officially designated. The
advantages of official designation are a positive image for the communities involved, preservation and
protection of environmental assets and a potential increase in tourism.”

LV/CI 1.6 (Page 33)
“Preserve the status of SR-18 and SR-247 as County Scenic Routes, except within the Rural
Commercial Land Use Zoning District between Custer Avenue and Ladera Avenue, and ensure protection of the
views through compliance with the provisions of the Open Space Overlay.”

5. Conservation (Page 45)
Goal LV/CO 1. “Conserve and protect the unique environmental features of Lucerne
Valley, including native wildlife, vegetation and scenic vistas.”

The County has recently assumed the lead role in implementation of the Scenic Highway designation. At the
June Scoping meeting in Lucerne Valley many spoke passionately on the impact this project would have on
their views from SR 247. Residents mourned the loss of their 360 degree landscape wide vistas. Please see
Fugure 1 which visualizes the SR 247 Scenic Vista/Route and viewshed.
Figure 1. The Scenic
Vista (Route) traveling
south on SR 247 begins
in the basin bound by
the Ord and Granite
Mountains, it opens to
include Lucerne Dry
Lake, the dispersed rural
desert ranches, the
Community buildings
and trees, and the
sweep up to the high
peaks in the San
Bernardino Mountains.
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Viewsheds and visual obstructions
CEQA instructions for substantiation direct the reviewer to “Check if a project is located within the viewshed
of any Scenic Route listed in the General Plan”. (Page 32) The Scenic Route is discussed above and the listing
process is in the works. The evaluation of the Project utterly fails to gauge the visual distraction of this utility
scale solar project in the middle of the viewshed. A standard definition of ‘viewshed’ provides clarity.
Wikipedia Definition
A viewshed is the geographical area that is visible from a location. It includes all surrounding points
that are in line-of-sight with that location and excludes points that are beyond the horizon or
obstructed by terrain and other features (e.g., buildings, trees).
In contrast, the IS states (Page 33)
“Although the project would alter the existing character of the site, the introduction of project
components would not substantially obstruct or interrupt views of surrounding mountain terrain”.
The IS analysis eliminates the foreground. This slight-of-words justifies the placement of the Project on the
site. The viewers will be so captivated by the distant mountains they will overlook the project components.
Additionally, the DEIR analysis must reference the County Solar Ordinance 4213 84.29.036
3.”The siting and design of the proposed commercial solar energy generation facility will be either: (A)
unobstructive and not detract from the natual features, open space and visual qalities of the area as
viewed from communities, rural residential uses, and major roadways and highways…”
What are the non-obstructive “project components”? These components are substantial and found by
combing through the project descriptions of the systems. They are listed below.
The Ord Mountain Solar Project and Calcite Substation Project Components:
 The area of the project – 484 acres to the west of SR 247 and contiguous with property boundaries
of nearby residents.
 250,000 photovoltaic panels mounted on a single-axis tracking system arranged in series
 Each tracker holds approcimately 80-90 panels requiring approximately 3,000 trackers parallel to the
ground supported by vertical piles directly embedded into the ground
 Panel height’s extendiing up 12 feet above ground and down to 18-24 inches above grade
 The system rotates at a range of +/- 60 degrees facing east and west; toward or away from SR 247
 The inverter stations are up to 12 feet high piles directly embedded into the ground
 On-site substation is 150 feet by 230 feet and contains components 25 feet tall with lightening
protection up to 70 feet tall
 A deadend “H” frame structure up to 65 feet tall with masts to 70 feet
 Project is surrounded by a 6 feet high chain link security fence topped by a foot of triple strand
barbed-wire. Project components will extend a minimum of 6 feet above the fence
 Natural colored privacy/wind slats added to the fence within 0.25 mile of primary residence.
 The gen-tie line from te on-site substation to the Calcite substation would extend 0.6 miles to the
southwest, crossing Hwy 247, and contain 7 single circuits up to 150–feet-tall concrete or steel
poles spaced every 500 feet. On-site poles would be 94 feet tall
 Calcite substation will be 620 feet by 480 feet surrounded by a concrete wall topped with a visible
loop of razor wire.
Construction materials are generally metal or concrete and the surface of the PV panels is dark and glasslike.
The cumulative impact of the components and the INDUSTRIAL LOOK is not described anywhere in the IS.
The loss of the scenic vista and viewshed, and the distraction the Project would be for motorists or residents
in the surrounding homes is ignored by “views of project components are indistinct to most residents and
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motorists;” and the “juxtaposition of project elements against existing power poles and transmission lines
obscures them”. Given the two solar projects approved and built on Camp Rock Road and the resulting
complaints, we credit this slight-of-hand as an unsuccessful attempted obfuscation.
Before moving on from the issue of aesthetics we address the IS conclusion that “The project site is generally
flat and contains no significant geologic features or vegetation that Is particularly unique for the area.” The
site – which consists of an an alkali desert (the inlet at the northern end of an impressive dry lake) in a
narrow valley framed by nearby mountain ranges – is quite visually dramatic and appealing and does indeed
constitute a significant geologic feature. The area is within the vast Basin and Range Province (as will be
discussed below) which gives it added grandeur. Towering forests or Ship Rock sized geological formations
are not required in order to establish that a site has significant geologic features. The saltbush plant
community is significant for its ability to thrive at the lowest inhabitable edges of dry lakes. It is the indicator
plant community for areas previously under water.
Basin and Range Province
Solar energy projects are best placed in low lying flat areas. These areas in the Mojave Desert are within the
grand geology of the Basin and Range Province. Each range with its basin, playa - or dry lake, is a geologic
feature within the Province. See Figure 1 for the location of the Project in the basin between two ranges.
“The Basin and Range Province has a characteristic
topography that is familiar to anyone who is lucky
enough to venture across it. Steep climbs up elongate
mountain ranges alternate with long treks across
flat, dry deserts, over and over and over again! This
basic topographic pattern extends from eastern
California to central Utah, and from southern Idaho
into the state of Sonora in Mexico. The forces which
created this distinct topography lie deep beneath the
surface.”
https://geomaps.wr.usgs.gov/parks/province/basinrange.html

Figure 2: USGS Basin and Range
subprovince index map

Figure 3: USGS shaded relief map
with subprovinces

Aesthetics 1 d) - Glare
The Lake effect and glare will be discussed under Biological Resources.
We request that the DEIR Aesthetics analysis
1. Reference all County policies, regulations, and ordnances
2. Locate the project correctly within Basin and Range topography
3. Provide realistic photo simulations of the project as it would appear to a passing motorist (height 5.5
feet above ground), from residences at different distances, from the community, and from several
places along SR 18 as it climbs from the valley, and as viewed from Ord Mountain to Granite
Mountain and Granite Mountain to Ord Mountain.
2. Air Quality Monitoring
The IS finds that the Project will have significant impacts on pollutants that cannot be mitigated. It could
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan
b) Violate an air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation
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c) Result in a cumulative considerable net increase of pollutants for which the project region is nonattainable under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard, and
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations.
The Mojave Desert is out of compliance with federal and state PM 10 fugitive dust standards and all of the
above will be outcomes should the proposed Project be constructed. Lucerne Valley has a severe dust
problem which was made worse with the construction of the two solar facilities on Camp Rock Road.
CEQA assumes (IS Page 41) that the Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District (The District) will make
the determinations on a) – d) above. In fact, this assumption is incorrect because the District lacks
monitoring equipment in the vicinity of the Project.[ 1] (See Map 11) At this time, there is no local agency
approved meteorological data to provide at least one year of baseline data. Without this data, the DEIR is
unable to assess if the proposed project can be built without substantially disturbing on-site vegetation
(discussed later) or determining the amount of fugitive dust currently plaguing local sensitive receptors.
Lacking monitoring the District cannot reasonably approve a Fugitive Dust Control Plan (Rule 403.2).
3. Soils and Vegetation
Construction Disturbance
Fugitive dust or particulate matter emissions (PM 10) depend on project area soils and the presence of soil
stabilizing plant communities. The IS finds that the project would result in substantial soil erosion or the loss
of topsoil (b. Page 51) while later declaring the vegetation will substantially remain in place. (Page 54) The
DEIR must investigate how 1) the construction activities for installing 250,000 panels mounted on 3,000
trackers with support piles will leave a functioning saltbush scrub vegetation community with its soil
stabilizing root systems substantially intact; 2) how the panel clearance above ground will be managed during
the facility’s 30 year life time operations with vegetation exceeding 24” in height (this assumes the
vegetation will thrive – which also must be demonstrated); and, 3) how the disturbance invites invasive
species, such as Russian thistle (Kali salsola) or tumbleweed to take up residence on the 484 acres
diminishing not only the natural plant community but also the rich communities of animal organisms (micro
to macro) that specialize in this alkali habitat. (Construction Activities Page 13-14)
Soil Conditions and Plant Community
The IS misdescribes the setting: “The proposed solar energy project is composed of fallow agricultural fields
with some early succession saltbush scrub vegetation in isolated patches, which for the most part has been
degraded due to the agricultural use and livestock grazing on site. The transmission line would traverse
undeveloped Mojave creosote bush scrub and desert saltbush scrub.” (Page 5) This description says: 1) the
site is degraded agricultural land, and 2) that this site has degraded saltbush scrub. The truth can be sussed
out with a site visit to Google Earth which shows that most of the site and surrounding community is
functioning undisturbed saltbush scrub.

[1] The go-to PM 10 monitoring station for all solar projects in the east Mojave Desert has been Victorville. The
Victorville station, which is located on asphalt and is 300 feet from a road that has an average annual daily
traffic count of 1,000 vehicles, monitors a 0.3 to 3.5 square mile area with a relatively uniform land use.

Additionally, the Lucerne Valley station isn’t working and even if it were the wind and soil conditions there
differ markedly from the ones existing at the proposed Project site.
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Figure 4: The undisturbed
salt bush scrub
community surrounding
the current transmission
line as it crosses SR 247.
The image includes the
future location of the
Calcite Substation.

Figure 5: Close up of undisturbed
saltbush scrub community from Google
Earth.
Note the plants appear to be sprinkled
across the landscape rather than in
rows indicating fallow fields.

Figure 6: Undisturbed saltbush scrub
community from within the proposed
Project site boundaries. The Hammer
residence is located at bottom center.
The project is flush with their north and
east fence lines.
There is no evidence of furrow lines
indicating former agricultural practice.
Google Earth is an excellent tool for a
first verification of the project
proponent’s description of setting
before the site visit.
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Land Use History
Google Earth History can verify if there was ever agriculture within the boundary of the project.

Figure 7: 1989 Project site -Google Earth

Figure 9: 2013 Project Site - Google Earth

It is clear that the majority of the area has not been farmed. The bend in the SR247 shows that the images
are from the same Google Earth view. It also shows that by 2013 the evidence for the agricultural past is not
visible. The past has not branded the future of this landscape. Therefore, the DEIR must incorporate field
surveys that confirm that the area is intact as a scenic vista and as functionally viable live-in and pass-through
habitat for the middle strand of the Twentynine Palms/Newberry Rodman- - San Bernardino Mountains
wildlife linkage connecting the Ord Mountain with Granite Mountain,[2]and where Protected and Special
Status and Covered Species are present.[3]
Soil Types
The IS does identify the soil types on the Project site and states that they are moderately well drained and
suitable for a PV solar development project (Page 5). The IS does not report that the dominant soil type,
Helendale loamy sand 0-2% slope, has a high hazard for blowing soil. This is what we need to know for the air
quality analysis given the existing issue with fugitive dust as discussed above. The IS does not provide key
soils information for 1) the air quality analysis (Pages 41-45), or 2) the analyses of the biological resources
(Page 46 a) short and long term effects), or 3) geology and soils issues (Page 54 b), or 4) water availability and
quality (Page 64 b and 67 f). Soils are the structural basis for any ecosystem and must be considered during
analyses. This omission of relevant soils data is what prompted our request for this GIS mapping of soil types
on the project site and within the USDA-RCD Soil Survey Boundary[4]. Soil types and their characteristics
must be analyzed within all relevant issues of the DEIR

[2] Penrod, Beier, Garding, and Cabanero. 2012. A Linkage Network for the California Desert. www.scwildlands.org
[3] See Item 2, pages 8—12, in the 35-page scoping letter, dated June 30, 2017, from a broad spectrum of residents,
businesses, organizations, recreationists and conservationists in the High Desert of San Bernardino County.
[4] The shape files used to make the maps are itemized in the attached spreadsheet and available on request to MBCA.
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Figure 10: Soil Types on the Ord Mountain Solar Site
Project Setting (Page 5)
5 soil types were identified for the project site.
Based on the NRCS description, these types are
characterized as moderately well drained with high
infiltration and suitable for a PV solar development.
The characteristic hazard for blowing soil is not
given although it is a companion character in the
description.
Consulting the USDA SCS of the Mojave River Area
(1989) we provide the hazard of blowing soil:
131 Helendale Loamy Sand 0-2% Slope – High
132 Helendale Loamy Sand 2-5% Slope – High
112 Cajon Sand 0-2% Slope – High
118 Cajon-Arrizo Complex 2-14% slope – slight
173 Wasco Sandy Loam, cool, 0-2% - Moderate

The DEIR analysis will conclude that the soil types
on the Project site are subject to a high hazard of
blowing soil. This hazard has a cumulative effect on
air quality, biological resources, soils, and water
availablility and use over the lifetime of the project.

Figure 11: Map shows
the Hazard of Soil
Blowing is high in basin
areas of the USDA RCD
Soil Survey Boundary.
The location of the
proposed Ord Mountain
Solar site is located and
shown within the
boundary of CSA 29 –
Lucerne Valley.
The location of the
MDAQMD monitoring
stations are shown to be
outside the Project area.
The DEIR can confirm
and use this information
wherever applicable.
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4. Biological Resources: The Pacific Flyway and migratory birds
The Project area is within the Pacific Flyway. The Pacific Flyway extends from the Arctic Tundra to South
America along the Pacific Coast and inland.
The IS describes the Flyway. “Migratory birds use this major migratory route in
the spring and fall because of stopover areas where species rest, feed, and
regain their strength before continuing their migration to breeding or wintering
grounds. In general, bird migration occurs during the months of March through
April and August through November. The project site is located between two
significant stopover areas: the Salton Sea (90 miles southeast) and Mono
Lake (262 miles northwest). These stopover areas are identified as California
Important Bird Areas by the National Audubon Society, and guide birds over
the project area. However, the project area does not support any bodies of
water or wetlands that attract large migration stopovers or attractants for
Figure 12: The Pacific Flyway - avian species. Furthermore, the project is proposed on lands that are low
USFWS
quality, disturbed habitats surrounded by open, undisturbed lands as well as
similarly disturbed rural residential lands.”

This description is deceptively right and therefore misleadingly wrong. As seen on the USFWS poster the
Pacific Flyway extends well inland through the arid west. Birds are sighted using the flyway in all months
of the year although the major migrations do occur during the spring and fall. The Salton Sea and Mono
Lake are bodies of water or wet lands that attract large migration stopovers and qualify as Audubon
California Important Bird Areas (IBA). But in between these two IBAs there are hundreds, if not
thousands, of stopover points that attract individuals of the migrating avian species; both species and
individual birds are protected under the International Migratory Bird Treaty Act. In addition, some avian
species are not just rushing through but over-winter and/or breed in the desert region. Backyards –
what the IS labels disturbed rural residential lands – water and sewage treatment facilities, golf courses,
agricultural fields and orchards, and even the low quality, disturbed habitats surrounded by open,
undisturbed lands of the Project site can be seductive depending on the need for rest, water, food, or all
three.
The Lake Effect
A new danger for migrating birds crossing
the inland desert region is solar energy
facilities that, to a bird flying overhead
looking for a rest stop, resemble bodies of
water. This is called the Lake Effect because
birds are apparently attracted to the solar
fields which during parts of the day and, at
night when stowed face up and the moon is
bright, resemble water.
Figure 13: The Lake Effect - Cascade Solar
Energy Plant in Joshua Tree, California
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How is a planner to account for avian use of an area? It can be done without stepping away from the desk.
eBird --the online data base tool for evaluating regional avian activity www.eBird.org
The eBird database provides the most accurate picture of year-round avian use of the region surrounding the
proposed Ord Mountain Solar. eBird is the Cornell University citizen science worldwide database of bird
sightings. Below is a screen shot of the region circling the proposed solar project beginning in the Barstow
area 25 air miles north of the site and ending 40 air miles south at the Big Morongo Canyon Preserve.
Selected hotspots (balloons) are numbered and the species number data retrieved. For long distance
migrants it is 90 air miles to the north shore of the Salton Sea and 150 air miles to the Colorado River
wetlands and agricultural fields. The intervening hotspots are small bodies of water and green spaces that
attract birds and the data base provides not only the species individuals and number seen by date but also
contains a bar chart showing the months birds were recorded and their relative abundance by species. One
can see which birds arrive seasonally and which are seen year round. The Ord Mountain Solar Project site is
not a hotspot, which doesn’t mean that birds are not seen and visiting at the surrounding homesteads, it just
means no one is reporting them. If built, the 484 acre project will be the largest “body of water” in the
region and, for birds flying high, a major attraction to explore for food and rest.

eBird - species recorded at selected hotspots (numbered) .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Newberry Springs Vicinity 130 species
Piute Rd. Dairy
105
Daggett Evaporation Ponds 152
Tees & Trees Barstow Ponds137
Barstow WTP
155
Helendale WTP
101
Silver Lakes
140

8. Mojave River I-15
100 species
9. Mojave Narrows Regional Park 233
10. Sawtooth Campground
45
11. Kane Springs
40
12. LV Camp Rock Road
54
13. Yucca Valley Golf Course
154
14. Big Morongo Canyon Preserve
233
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8. Silver Lakes
140

5. Biological Resources and Wildlife Linkages
The IS completely ignores the values of the proposed Project site as an important component of several
Mojave Desert Connectivity projects. The information is referenced above, but again:
1. Penrod, Beier, Garding, and Cabanero. 2012. A Linkage Network for the California Desert.
www.scwildlands.org
2.

See Item 2, pages 8—12, in the 35-page scoping letter, dated June 30, 2017, from a broad spectrum of
residents, businesses, organizations, recreationists and conservationists in the High Desert of San Bernardino
County.

6. Conclusion
MBCA welcomes the opportunity to comment on the scope of the DEIR for the Proposed Power and
Substation and looks forward to continuing participation in the process.
Sincerely,

Pat Flanagan, Board Member
Morongo Basin Conservation Association
Board Members
Sarah Kennington, President
Steve Bardwell
Lauraine Turk
Ruth Rieman
Claudia Sall
Meg Foley
Marina West
David Fick
Attachments:
Map – Proposed Lucerne Valley NextEra site Soils
Map – Regional Soils MDAQMD stations
Spreadsheet - USDA RCD Map data sources
Spreadsheet - Soils in USDA RCD Soil Survey Boundary
Cc: James Ramos (Chairperson and Third District Supervisor;
SupervisorRamos@sbcounty.gov)

Robert Lovingood (Vice-Chairperson and First District Supervisor;
SupervisorLovingood@sbcounty.gov)
Janice Rutherford (Second District Supervisor;
SupervisorRutherford@sbcounty.gov)
Curt Hagman (Fourth District Supervisor;
SupervisorHagman@sbcounty.gov)
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Josie Gonzales (Fifth District Supervisor;
SupervisorGonzales@sbcounty.gov)
Ms. Terri Rahhal (Terri.Rahhal@lus.sbcounty.gov)
Mr. Tom Hudson (Tom.Hudson@lus.sbcounty.gov)
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